We show, apart from a correlation inequality for the 6-point function, that the critical or continuum liinit of (11'4)4 lattice field theory is trivial, if some deviations from the mean field theory law are present at the critical point, and if we impose a mild behavior of bare 4-point coupling constant as we approach the critical point. These results are derived from the bounds on the renormalized coupling constant of lattice (\P4)d field theory. § 1. Introduction
Recently, it has been proven l ) that the continuum limits of lattice (rp4)d field theories are inevitably trivial, that is to say, exhibit no physical interaction in d >4 dimensions. In this case, the mean field theory (approximation) is exace) in the sense that the critical exponents of physical quantities such as susceptibility, specific heat, take their mean field values. The triviality or non-triviality of (rp4)4 field theory is still an open problem. But it has been shown 2 ) that the non-triviality of (rp4)4 theory is only compatible with the exactness of the mean field theory. In other words, if there is any deviation from the mean field theory (e.g., logarithmic correction), then the theory is trivial. Numerical investigations 3 ) strongly support triviality of (rp4)4 theory. On the other hand, weakly coupled (rp4)d theory for d < 4 is known to be non-trivia1. 4 ) In this paper, the lattice spacing a is held fixed and hence we set a=1. The continuum theory is considered to be described at the critical point such that characteristic physical lengths, e.g., the correlation length diverge there. If we perform the lattice regularization, scalar field theory is equivalent to the ferromagnetic continuous spin model on a lattice.
The dimensionless renormalized coupling constant g of (rp4)d field theory is defined by
, where U4, X and ~ are Ursell function, susceptibility and correlation length, respectively, which are defined below. This is the lattice version of the 4-point Euclidean vertex function at zero momentum.
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) . We remark that g is known to be bounded from above. If g goes to zero or remains positive, we say that the limiting rp4 field theory is trivial or non-trivial, respectively. In the following we follow this criterion.
In this paper, we give an alternative proof of the triviality of (rp4)4 field theory. We use the random walk representation 6 ) and derive a modified skeleton-like inequality7) by assuming a correlation inequality for the 6-point function. The strategy adopted in this paper is a renewal of that given by Sokal S ) several years ago. His result is based on the conjectureS) on the one-particle irreducible part of the connected 6-point function. We also assume an unproven correlation inequality for the 6-point function. It will be probably easier to prove our conjectured inequality than Sokal is the strength of pair interaction (or inverse temperature) and aXY is the fixed coefficients such that a~y= ayX~O and ~yaXy< co. In particular, for nearest neighbor coupling, we take axy=chlx-YI. We introduce the t-dependent expectation « -»t by (2 ) where Zt is a t-dependent partition function defined by (3) and g(rp2) is the weighting function
with A ~ 0 and 6E R. Note that the ordinally partition function and the expectation for the rp4 model are defined by Z=Zt=o and <F>=<F>t=o, respectively. We define the Ursell or connected 4-point function UiXl, "', X4) = <rpXI···rpX.> -<rpXI rpX2><rpXSrpx.> -<rpXI rpXS><rpX2rpX.> -<rpXI rpX.><rpX2rpXS>' (5) Conjecture 1. For latticerp4 models, the correlation inequality (6a) holds. Here the truncated expectation <rpA; rpB; rpc> is defined 9 ),lO) by
The following theorem can be derived from the random walk representation 6 ) if we assume Conjecture 1. 
The Ginibre-type inequality <rpA; rpB; rpc>~O has not yet been proven, but is not incompatible with the new Lebowitz inequality.12) More general correlation inequality (6b) has important physical implications, that is to say, (6b) means the convexity of the susceptibility as follows. We define the susceptibility by (9 ) This is non-negative by the Griffiths first inequality.9) For the first derivative of the susceptibility, we have (10) by the Griffiths second inequality,9).1O) which implies that the susceptibility is monotone increasing in J. Now 
Thus the susceptibility is convex or concave according to the positivity or negativity of <<Po<Px; <PX,<PX2; <Pxs<Px.>, respectively. The concavity of the susceptibility clearly contradicts the experimental results for the ferromagnetic Ising models. Hence, if we assume that Girtibre-type inequality (6) should hold, we must choose the sign given there.
Similarly, the derivatives of the susceptibility with respect to a are (12) and, under the assumption (6b), we have (13) which implies the monotonicity and convexity of the susceptibility, respectivelY, The inequality (6b) means also the monotonicity of the specific heat (14) In the t -dependent weight function (15) the coefficient of <p4 is unchanged and that of <p2 remains an arbitrary real number. The constant does not affect the expectation. Then the explicit t-dependence of the expectation « -»t does not change ferromagnetic nature and the above arguments may be valid irrespective of t ;;;;0.
However, we can show that the inequality (6b) is false in general. But this does not necessarily imply the non-validity of (6a), see the concluding remarks.
Proof of TheorerYJ, 1 assuming Conjecture 1. By the random walk representation,6) the Ursell function can be written as (16) where Here the sum ranges over all random walks
starting at XI=W(O) and ending at x2=w(n), and fw denotes the product
The measure dPw(t) is defined by where
and n(x, w) is the number of times that w visits the site x.
By the fundamental theorem of calculus, we have
Conjecutured inequality (6) 
without any assumption on the 6-point function. However, the above inequality (8) gives more information on the renormalized coupling constant as follows. Consider the theory in the finite volume V and impose periodic boundary conditions to ensure the translational invariance. If we sum (8) 
and hence
In truth, this result can also be obtained from (24) because
which can be proved by the same method as the above.
In the following, we consider the way of approaching the critical point, in which we fix A;;;:;;O and] >0 and decrease 6 towards its critical value 6c. It is well known l3 ) that, in d=4 dimensions, there is logarithmic corrections to the mean field law of the behavior of the susceptibility, such that x~ (6-6c )-llln(6-6c )1# with # >0, which leads to the result Therefore, if any such corrections are in fact present, the bound (33) tells us that the renormalized coupling constant vanishes in the critical or continuum limit and hence the limiting (q;4)4 theory is trivial. This result is in agreement with the earlier one,2) in which it was also rigorously shown that the correction is at most logarithmic.
Jx-
The critical exponents are defined by (36) where t=(6-6c)16c and f(t)~tA means that limt-o(ln!(t)/lnt) exists and equals "-From (32), we find (37) for any d. For d>4, it is rigorously known that r=1 1 ),2) for any (q;4)d models and also £14=3/2, a=014) for weakly coupled such models, which are all mean field values for their critical exponents.
The non-triviality or triviality of the continuum or critical limit may be judged from whether the hyperscaling relation dv+r-2£14=0 holds or not,8),11) respectively. Taking into account Fisher's inequalityl5) v;;;:;; rl (2-r; ), we have through (37) dr dv+r-2£14;;;:;; dv-r -l;;;:;;-2--r-l -r;
If the hyperscaling relation holds, or equivalently the scaling limit is non-Gaussian, then the anomolous dimension r;8) obeys r;~2-drl(l+r)~2-dI2 and hence r;=0 for d ~ 4. (Note that r ~ 111) and r; ~ 0. 6 ») Accordingly, in d = 4 dimensions, if we require the hyperscaling, namely, non-triviality of the continuum limit, then the anomalous dimension is equal to the mean field value r; = O. Thus we may conclude that the continuum limit of lattice (q;4)4 theories with non-zero anomalous dimension is trivial. l6 ) This is in sharp contrast with the case d > 4, in which the theory is trivial and r; = 0 is expected.!) Aizenman and Graham 2 ) used the Simon-Griffiths representation 9 ).17) to approximate the q;4 model by the classical spin-II 2 Ising model. Our approach is more immediate than theirs and may be extended to more general models, e.g., the q;6 model, to which their proof does not seem to be applicable. (Triviality of the (q;6)d theory can be proved, using new correlation inequalities,18) in d >4 dimensions, see Ref. 19 ).) § 3.
Concluding remarks
We have shown apart from a conjectured correlation inequality that, for the renormalization in which AlP remains bounded, the continuum limit of lattice (q;4)4 models is trivial if there are some deviations from mean field theories in d = 4 dimensions.
The triviality of ({J4 theory in d>4 dimensions stated in this paper is weaker than the one proved by Aizenman and Frohlich,l) since their results hold irrespective of the (charge) renormalization.Note that A({J4 lattice models have two independent bare parameters.
Hence in the construction of the critical limit we must adjust not only J but also A such that (f, A) converges to (fe, A(fe)). Therefore, the result in this section is not applicable to the classical Ising model, since it corresponds to A/'oo. Further, note that the bare coupling constant A SM in the statistical normalization convention and the one AFT in the field theoretical normalization convention are related as -vhere a is the lattice spacing. Hence, under the renormalization in which A SM isfinite, we have yT\.O as a\.O in d>4 dimensions. Therefore, in the renormalization above, the triviality «({J4)d in d>4 dimensions is taken as a matter of course. For details, see Ref. 8) .
The conjectured inequality (6) is a correlation inequality of new type in the sense explained below. Ordinary correlation inequalities hold irrespective of the strength of the coupling J and the volume, i.e., the total number of sites. However, the susceptibility for a finite Ising spin system tends to a finite limit when J ~ 00 and hence cannot be a convex function of J without any condition. Futhermore, <({JXl({JX2; ({Jxs({Jx.> cannot be a monotone function of J for all range of J because for a finite Ising system with the standard ferromagnetic interaction <({JXl({JX2; ({JXs({Jx.> =0 both for J=oo and J=O. We expect that for a finite system <({JXl({JX2; ({Jxs({Jx.> is monotone increasing (resp., decreasing) in J for O<J<Je (resp., Jc<J<oo) and has apeak at J=Je. 
